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Location:

Job ID: HRC0139808

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 0-1 year

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0139808
www.infineon.com/jobs

Specialist Logistic Planning

Job description
Responsible for External Production Partners for Demand planning and Delivery 
performance for the assigned Products accounts, work closely with internal and 
external parties to ensure right wafers with right quality are started and delivered to 
right destination.

In your new role you will: 

Responsible for External Production Partners for Demand planning and Delivery 
performance for the assigned Products accounts, work closely with internal and 
external parties to ensure right wafers with right quality are started and delivered 
to right destination.

Review suppliers planning and logistics area periodically, generate ideas to make 
the collaboration more efficient and robust

Generate and communicate demand plan and obtain commitments from SIFO 
and inhouse

Identify weak improvement activities of Production Planning processes, propose 
new ideas and drive changes to improve efficiency.

Managing Weekly Delivery performance of SIFO Partners to meet on Time 
delivery

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

Degree in business, supply chain, IT related or equivalent

At least 0-2 years’ experience in semiconductor logistics/supply chain
/manufacturing.

Experience in Production Planning with internal and external partners

Able to communicate and work together with all level of people

Posses good analytical skill to perform deviation management

Familiar with SAP, Tableau, VBA which are required to support daily operation 
and report development and creation.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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